Permacoat-BN DEEP BLUE takes the optimum proven molten aluminum release agent system of Boron Nitride and makes it much more economical to use. DEEP BLUE has been specially formulated to be diluted in water and for all your spraying applications. This new blended formula helps cuts down on cost as well as your application time. Even when diluted, the product maintains its color so the user will know the areas that have not been sprayed. As the color begins to wear, it is time for a new coat of Deep Blue.

Permacoat BN DEEP BLUE can be utilized for countless applications within your aluminum casting operations and will help extend refractory life and provide a lasting non-wetting surface that protects against aluminum attack and attachment.

* All information provided is based on actual experiences and on site test. It may not apply to your particular requirement. Permatech advises to exercise caution and do on site tests before usage and approval.